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Hello darlings 

It is day 84 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I’d like to share with you a quote 

from Marcus Aurelius one of Rome’s last 

great emperors. He said, “He who lives in 

harmony with himself lives in harmony with 

the universe.” 

We are coming up to Christmas and there 

is the usual nonsense in the media of this 

being a time of peace and harmony on 

earth, a time of giving, a time of family. 

I don’t want to get on my high horse and 

start ranting about all the things I hate 

about Christmas because this is not what 

these snippets are for. However, I will say, 

this is not a time for peace and harmony 

on earth. This is not a time for giving and 

this is not a time for family. We can aspire to these noble values each day of our 

lives, not only in a time of pseudo happiness over the Christmas period. 

So having said that, I would like to encourage you to seek and create harmony 

within yourself. If we want peace on earth, it has to come from within. We cannot 

create peace with one another when we are at war with ourselves. This is a false 

peace and is doomed to fail, which is evident if you look at history. 

So what does it mean to be in harmony with yourself? Well I think we create 

harmony within ourselves by acknowledging and accepting our past while 

envisioning our future. When we are contented where we are at, living in full 

acceptance of what was and what can be we immediately create peace and 

harmony within ourselves. This does not mean that we shouldn’t have dreams or 

be willing to work on ourselves; it means accepting everything you are, have, and 

have done. 

We create harmony by practicing gratitude. I love it that people are so grateful for 

all the wonderful things in their life; but what about the storms and the valleys? 

Practice gratitude for everything!  

Most of all trust yourself. I mean you’ve been with you your whole life. There is 

nobody around you with whom you have a more intimate relationship. So know 

yourself and trust yourself. Before you run off for advice to others, check in with you 

and follow your intuition.  

I know from my own life that when I doubt myself or don’t listen to myself I create 

inner conflict. This is incongruent with harmony so something needs to change. I 

cannot hightail it out of my body and possess another so the onus is on me to fully 

embrace myself with self-belief and trust. 
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The ways to create inner harmony are endless and each of us will have our own 

paths to follow in this regard. However, I wish to encourage you this yuletide to 

give yourself the gift of inner peace and carry this with you each day. Yes, there 

are going to be storms and valleys but when you’re centred within, you can come 

through anything life has to offer. 

Be at peace 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


